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HELLO LITTLES!
Wow, May has already arrived. This past year
has been a wild one, but there is light at the
end of the tunnel. There have been so many
ups and downs we’ve experienced and this can
be exhausting for any of us, especially for our
amazing, awesome Littles and the people who
love and support them.
PARENTS, YOU DESERVE A BREAK
Working with challenging or non-preferred
behaviours can test our patience, especially if
we are feeling burnt out or tired. The cure for
that burnout is taking time to reset. So, for this
week’s strategy, I want to encourage you to
make some time to relax and recharge your
energy. This is easier said than done, especially
for parents. First, tell yourself that you have
totally earned a little self-care in ways that
most other parents couldn’t really understand.
Then think of something simple that relaxes
and re-energizes you. It could be going for a walk or a drive by yourself, cooking a healthy meal or ordering in for
dinner. It is also important to share the value of self-care with your kids. By taking a little time to re-charge, you
are modelling key strategies that could inspire and help them to re-energize and understand that self-care can
make a big diﬀerence in our lives. Most importantly, awesome parents, you deserve it.
SUCCESSES FROM LAST WEEK
Littles had an awesome week learning about social faking and the RED ZONE. During outdoor group, we talked
about our RED ZONE emotions and how we can calm ourselves back down when we’re in that zone. They had
some fun with chalk, making an art gallery of RED ZONE faces and helpful calming strategies. During online
group, we worked on our social faking. We discussed how talking about it can help us make friends or stay out of
trouble by being considerate of others feelings. There were some great conversations going on about windows
and grass, in which everyone practiced their social faking and being engaged in some non-preferred topics.
If you have any questions or concerns about programming or scheduling please let me know and we can work on
making things better for you.

SELF CARE ROUTINE IDEA: 20 ACTIVITIES TO REDUCE STRESS + FEEL BETTER
THE WHOLE, HAPPY LIFE

HELPFUL
R E S O U RC E S
youtube.com/watch?v=bhVXjq7VUR8

5 INCREDIBLY FUN GAMES TO TEACH SELF-REGULATION (SELF-CONTROL)
EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT

youtube.com/watch?v=H_O1brYwdSY
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